Subject: Technical Memo with NEB methods
RRM LIPPT Committee,
Attached is the draft technical memorandum on the operations of the LIPPT.
This memo includes the cost and energy benefits information you have already
reviewed. However, also included in this deliverable are the methods
developed to identify
the non-energy benefits (NEBS). These NEBs will be the primary focus
of the Expert Review Conference on the 27th at the PEC. During this
meeting we will go over each of the NEBs and discuss the method and
data we are using and the proxy values that will be used in the LIPPT
if data is unavailable. As you know, Lisa has lead the team
on the development of these NEBs. Lori and I have supported her
by testing and challenging and helping to refine the methods.
I think you will find Lisa has done a excellent job and
has covered all of the major NEBs. From the results
of the Expert Review Panel on the 27th, we will finalize the calculation
methods,
finalize the proxy values, begin to build the final deliverables, and
put this all together in a working model with an operations manual.
We still have a good ways to go, but we are making excellent progress.
Caution: You will notice two different reporting styles and formats in
this review draft memorandum. Lisa and I are using two different
reporting formats and styles. For the review of this draft I ask that
you overlook this short coming and rest assured that
we will be providing documents that have the same presentation
formats throughout. Because it will take our staff a couple of
days to work thorough these different styles, I wanted to get the
information out first, and then work on the appearance of the chapters.
Thank you and our best to you,
Nick Hall and Lisa Skumatz
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